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           13th April, 2019 

 
Government takes major step to meet FATF requirements 
Pakistan on Friday launched new guidelines for implementation of the UNSC 1267 sanctions against 
individuals and entities designated by the UN Security Council to comply with the international 
standards and requirements of Financial Action Task Force (FATF). 
 
The guidelines, which were launched at a ceremony by Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua, have been 
prepared in compliance with international standards especially the requirements of the UNSC 1267 
Sanctions Committee and the FATF by interagency national committee for overseeing 
implementation of sanctions against individuals and entities designated by the UN Security Council 
1267 al Qaeda/Da''esh Sanctions regime and Security Council 1988 (Taliban Sanctions regime), the 
Foreign Office said. 
 
Speaking on the occasion, Janjua underscored that Pakistan has managed to turn the tide in the fight 
against terrorism for which there are no parallels and it is important to further consolidate these gains 
through full implementation of the National Action Plan (NAP). 
 
She said that Pakistan also had to be mindful of fulfilling its international legal obligations, including 
the implementation of the UNSC sanctions which have been adopted under Chapter VII of the UN 
Charter. 
 
Janjua expressed the hope that the guidelines would assist all stakeholders in better discharging their 
responsibilities for the effective implementation of the UN sanctions. 
 
On March 4, 2019, the government had issued the UN Security Council (Freezing and Seizure) 
Order, 2019. The guidelines would supplement the Order. 
 
The objective of the guidelines is to help officials in various ministries, departments and agencies at 
the federal and provincial levels understand the provisions of the UNSC 1267 Sanctions regime 
including 1989/2253/2368 (al Qaeda/Da''esh Sanctions Committee) and Security Council 1988/2254 
(Taliban Sanctions Committee); understand the domestic enabling legislation to implement the 
resolutions in Pakistan; and to provide a common understanding of the obligations of each 
stakeholder and of the operational issues for implementation of relevant UNSC resolutions. 
 
The guidelines also provide information, which would strengthen the capacity of government 
agencies through increased knowledge of what is required for effective implementation. 
 
According to the guidelines, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (CT Division) shall immediately upon 
revision/update in the consolidated list, notified by the respective UNSC Sanctions Committee, issue 
an SRO on the same day, to give legal effect to the update in Pakistan. 
 
The SRO would be shared electronically as well as by post with all concerned focal persons at 
federal and provincial levels. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) would also maintain the 
updated consolidated list of designated individuals and entities on its official website. 
 
All federal and provincial stakeholders should regularly access the UNSC Consolidated List to 
ensure compliance with sanction measures. 
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Upon receiving the SROs, the following actions would be initiated by the various stakeholders. 
 
Regarding funds, financial assets or economic resources or related services held in the form of bank 
accounts, stocks or insurance policies, State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), Securities and Exchange 
Commission of Pakistan (SECP), Central Directorate of National Savings (CDNS) and Pakistan Post 
would issue necessary guidelines to their regulated entities requiring them to freeze funds, financial 
assets and economic resources of the designated individuals and entities without delay upon 
receiving the SRO. 
 
In case, there is a target match, the regulated entities would immediately freeze such assets and 
would stop providing services to them. 
 
In case, the search in the databases leads not to a target match but a potential match, the concerned 
regulated entity would immediately convey this information to the regulators (SBP, SECP, CDNS & 
Pakistan Post), which would immediately forward full particulars of the potential match and the 
designated individual or entity to the focal point in Ministry of Interior (MoI) for verification of 
identity. 
 
On receipt of such particulars, the focal point from MOI would undertake verification through the 
relevant law enforcement and security agencies for confirmation of the identity. This verification 
would be completed within a period not exceeding 5 working days from the date of receipt of such 
particulars. 
 
During this interim period, the entities would place a temporary freeze on the assets of the potential 
match to prevent the funds from being utilised in case an affirmative report is received from the MoI. 
In case, the results of the verification indicate that the potential match is in fact the target match, the 
concerned regulated entity would immediately freeze the assets under intimation to the respective 
regulators. 
 
Regarding financial assets or economic resources of the nature of immovable and movable 
properties, immoveable assets: the CT Division of MOFA would electronically forward SROs to 
focal points in all MoD (for cantonment boards and DHAs), MoI, Home Departments, and ICT. 
 
They will take actions to identify immoveable assets registered in the names of the designated 
individuals/entities, from the relevant land registration authorities under their jurisdiction and freeze 
the titles and seize the assets in accordance with Chapter II and IV of the UNSC (Freezing and 
Seizure) Order, 2019. 
 
The search criteria should include assets owned directly or indirectly or for the benefit of the 
designated individual or entity. In case, there is a target match, the land registration authorities will 
immediately freeze the title to such assets to prevent the sale or transfer of those assets and convey 
the details of such assets to the respective controlling authorities and the home departments. The 
home departments will seize the assets in accordance with the Article 15 of the UNSC (Freezing and 
Seizure) Order, 2019. 
 
In case, the search in the databases leads not to a target match but a potential match, the relevant land 
registration authority would immediately convey this information to the requesting department, 
which would immediately forward full particulars of the potential match and the designated 
individual or entity to the focal point in the MOI for verification of identity. 
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On receipt of such particulars, the focal point from MOI would undertake verification through the 
relevant law-enforcement and security agencies to confirm the identity within a period not exceeding 
5 working days from the date of receipt of such particulars. 
 
During this interim period, the land registration authorities would place a temporary freeze on the 
assets of the potential match to prevent the assets from being transferred. 
 
In case, the results of the verification indicate that the potential match is in fact the target match, the 
concerned land registration authority would immediately freeze the title of the immoveable assets 
under intimation to requesting authority and the home departments which would seize the assets. 
 
The land registration authorities would be advised to maintain updated lists in electronic form and 
run a check on the given parameters on an ongoing basis to verify whether individuals or entities, 
designated in the SROs issued by MOFA, are holding any immoveable assets. The MoD, MoI, home 
departments, and ICT would share monthly compliance reports with focal point in the MoFA. 
 
Rents derived from immoveable assets: the home departments will also direct the land registration 
authorities and excise departments to search from their databases if the designated individuals and 
entities are deriving rent from the properties. In such a case, the home department will have the rent 
deposited in a special account in accordance with Article 9 of the UNSC (Freezing and Seizure) 
Order, 2019. 
 
In case of moveable assets, the home departments would also forward SROs to the excise 
departments with the instruction to have the names of the designated individuals/entities, verified 
from their respective motor vehicle registration records. 
 
In case, there is a target match, the excise departments will immediately freeze the title of the vehicle 
in the relevant database to prevent its sale or transfer to a third person and convey the details of such 
assets to the respective home departments. 
 
The home departments will seize the assets in accordance with the Article 14 of the United Nations 
Security Council (Freezing and Seizure) Order, 2019. 
 
In case the search in the databases leads not to a target match but a potential match, the excise 
departments would immediately convey this information to the home departments, which would 
immediately forward full particulars of the potential match to the focal point in Ministry of Interior 
for verification of identity. 
 
On receipt of such particulars, the focal point from MOI would undertake verification through the 
relevant law-enforcement and security agencies to confirm the identity within a period not exceeding 
5 working days from the date of receipt of such particulars. 
 
During this interim period, the excise departments would place a temporary freeze on the title of the 
motor vehicles of the potential match to prevent the assets from being transferred. 
 
In case, the results of the verification indicate that the potential match is in fact the target match, the 
concerned excise departments would immediately freeze the title of the immoveable assets under 
intimation to the home departments which would seize the assets in accordance with the Article 14 of 
the UNSC (Freezing and Seizure) Order, 2019. 
 
For prohibition on fund raising activities by individuals and entities: the home departments (with 
assistance from LEAs, security agencies and SBP/SECP) shall continue to monitor activities of the 
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designated individuals/entities to ensure that they do not engage in any fundraising activities and that 
no funds, financial assets or economic resources are made available, directly or indirectly for such 
persons'' benefit, by any person (natural or legal); and no person shall make donations to designated 
individuals and entities or those acting on behalf of or at the direction of the entities. 
 
Fund raising activities through following means would be strictly monitored: No designated entity or 
individual would be allowed to raise funds through collection of sacrificial hides. Only those 
charitable organisations, which are not designated and have the requisite "No Objection Certificate" 
from the local district administration, would be able to collect hides. 
 
In this regard, focal points from the provincial authorities would share consolidated list of designated 
individuals and entities with district administrators to ensure that NOCs are not granted to designated 
entities/individuals. 
 
In case of violation, legal action would be taken by respective LEAs in accordance with Sections 
11F, 11H, 11I and 11J of the Anti-Terrorism Act 1997, as applicable. 
 
Chanda/Donation Boxes: No designated entity or individual would be allowed to raise funds through 
"Chanda/Donation Boxes". Respective LEAs, under supervision of the home departments, shall 
continue to monitor activities of the designated individuals/entities and immediately dismantle/seize 
donation boxes. 
 
The MoI and home departments would take out advertisements in the media periodically to advise 
the public about the prohibition to make available any funds or financial resources to the designated 
individuals and entities. 
 
For the purpose of inter-agency cooperation and for detection of additional assets being owned 
directly or indirectly by the designated entities and individuals or on their behalf, the home 
departments would share details of the assets frozen with focal points in MoFA, MoI, NACTA, Task 
Force on Combating Financing of Terrorism (CFT), Financial Monitoring Unit (FMU), and FIA. 
Prohibition of raising funds online: No designated entity or individual would be allowed to raise 
funds through internet or social media. The focal point from the MOFA would share the consolidated 
list (SROs) with Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA). The Cyber Crime Wing of FIA and 
PTA will continuously monitor the internet to prevent any online fundraising activities by the 
designated individuals/entities within Pakistan. 
 
In case any designated individual/entity is reportedly using internet and social media platform for 
fund raising activities, the PTA would immediately block the respective webpage/URL under 
intimation to the focal point in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
 
 
In case the webpage is hosted on a secured server hosted outside Pakistan, the PTA would approach 
the company hosting the server for having the link blocked. If there is lack of cooperation from that 
company, the PTA would share details of such links with focal point in MOFA which would take up 
the issue with concerned host government through proper diplomatic channels. 
 
The PTA would also maintain a database of blocked links/websites which are being used by 
designated individuals and entities. Details of such blocked links/URLs would be shared with FIA 
cyber crime wing for further investigations and legal action under the Prevention of Electronic 
Crimes Act 2016. 
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Role of Financial Monitoring Unit (FMU): The focal point from the FMU would regularly receive 
Suspicious Transactions Reports (STRs) and Cash Transaction Reports (CTRs) from financial 
institutions and such non-financial businesses and professions as may be necessary to ensure 
compliance with SROs issued by MOFA and in accordance with Anti-Money Laundering Act 2010. 
 
The FMU would analyse all the STRs and CTRs. In this respect, the FMU may call for record and 
information from any agency or person in Pakistan related to the transaction in question in 
accordance with Section 4 (b) of the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2010. 
 
All such agencies or persons shall be required to promptly provide the requested information. The 
FMU would also disseminate, after having considered the reports and having reasonable grounds to 
suspect involvement of any designated individual/entity, the STRs/CTRs and any necessary 
information, to FIA for further inquiry and legal action. 
 
Implementation of Travel Ban: The CT Division of MOFA, shall forward the SRO (electronically 
and manually) to Ministry of Interior, FIA, Directorate General of Immigration & Passports 
(IMPASS), National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) and security agencies. 
Following actions will be taken including names of the designated individuals would immediately be 
placed in the block list maintained by FIA and IMAPSS. 
 
If there is a positive match for a designated individual who is a foreign national, attempting to enter 
or transit Pakistan, the person will be refused entry or transit and the matter will be reported to the 
focal point at FIA Headquarters. 
 
The focal point from FIA will report the matter to the focal point at MOI, who will in turn report to 
the DG (CT), MoFA. 
 
If there is a positive match for a designated individual who is a Pakistani national attempting to enter 
or transit Pakistan, the person will be allowed entry but transit would be refused and the matter will 
be reported to the focal point at FIA Headquarters. The focal point from FIA will report the matter to 
the focal point at MOI, who will in turn report to the DG (CT), MoFA. 
 
If there is a positive match for a designated individual who is a Pakistani national attempting to exit 
Pakistan, the person will be refused exit and the matter will be reported to the focal point at FIA 
Headquarters. 
 
The focal point from FIA will report the matter to the focal point at MoI, who will in turn report to 
the DG (CT), MoFA. The focal point from MoFA will also share the SROs and the consolidated list 
with the Pakistan embassies and consulates abroad. 
 
The concerned visa officer would ensure if there is a positive match for an individual applying for a 
visa to enter Pakistan, the visa should not be issued and the matter will be reported to Director 
General (CT), MoFA. 
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